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Abstract (en)
[origin: EP0118411A2] 1. System of anchorage for panels or partitions (2, 3) comprising one or several columns (1, 1') in metallic sections or other
and fins (A) supported by each of said columns (1, 1') and extending radially outwards each of theses fins bearing on each side, on each of their
lateral planes, ribs (8, 9) forming between them an obtuse angle and where some (9) are central and others (8) exterior, the opposing ribs of two
neighbouring fins (A) forming between them a space (11) wider towards the exterior and narrower towards the corresponding column (1, 1'), this
arrangement allowing the fitting or joining of a panels or partitions (2, 3) between two neighbouring fins (A), characterized in that each column (1,
1') presents a central body fashioned in one piece with its fins (A) and having a cross section in the form of a polygon or open line in which each fin
(A) presents a slight enlargement (10) on the right side of its point of departure on the above mentioned central body, in which aforesaid space (11),
formed between the pairs or ribs (8, 9) of two neighbouring fins (A) presents five points of anchorage, four of which are formed by the two exterior
ribs (8) and the two central ribs (9) and a fifth by the lateral surface of the column left free at the end of each space (11) between two neighbouring
enlargements (10).
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